Spotlight on: Jerry Thomsen

Biochemistry Professor Talks About Music, Science and Stony Brook

Chances are, you know who he is. You've probably heard him sing, watched him dance, taken his class, or played softball against him. The number of people who know or know of Jerry Thomsen far outnumber those that he might know or know of. As Associate Professor in the Biochemistry and Cell Biology Department, he comes across a fair number of graduate and undergraduate students. As lead singer for the local and yet ubiquitous Pumice, he's had scores of people shake their respective booties to his wailing voice. As utility player for an intramural softball team, he has played with or against graduate students from departments all over the University.

Jerry Thomsen grew up in a suburb outside Chicago and loves the Cubs. He received his undergraduate degree at the University of Tampa and his graduate training at Rockefeller University. He came to Stony Brook after a post-doc at Harvard University. His research program seeks to better understand the basic principles of vertebrate development. Jerry is currently engaged and his wedding is planned for this winter - so sorry ladies. Jerry gardens ("fighting the weeds" and "planting things and watching them die" are his words) and scuba dives when time allows, and he loves the ocean and aquariums. Though I kind of suspected it beforehand, this interview more clearly revealed to me that he walks to the beat of his own drummer.

We arranged to meet at the Velvet Lounge on one of the hotter days of the year. It might have been more comfortable to hold the interview inside (with air conditioning), but the music is too loud. I figure I'll find us a nice spot in the shade and let the Gin and Tonics cool us off. Plus, maybe the heat will get to him and he'll just snap. Jerry is only a couple of minutes late, but I see him rushing into the parking lot like a bat out of hell. I think this is indicative of a person who thinks that his time is as valuable as his own. Kind of refreshing considering the discrepancy of where he and I sit on the Stony Brook totem pole. He is wearing shorts, sandals, and a t-shirt with some pictures of fish on the front. We get our drinks and sit. I wondered if I had enough questions for the interview to last half an hour. It ended up taking more than an hour, and could have been even longer.

I don't know, because I guess it was.....I hadquirkiness to me then. I was a clown, kind of......a clowning guy. N&B: When did you decide to become an academic? JT: I think it was in college when I realized that the kind of research I wanted to do.....they wouldn't pay money.....in companies. And it was more or less drilled into me, or suggested that in order to do this stuff, you gotta be like us professors. It gives you freedom and what have you, at a low wage. Although it's not bad, I have to admit. It's not a bad wage. Stony Brook pays pretty well, once you're a professor.

Continued on page 7

Arriving at Stony Brook: An International Perspective

by Amit C.J. Vas

I would like to start out by apologizing to anyone that this article might offend. I do not want to point fingers at anyone for messing up mainly because I don't have enough fingers to point.

Deciding to go to graduate school is not an easy decision to make. It is a time of high stress and anxiety for most people. For international students this time can be frightening as well. You have to move to a new country that may be far away from your comfort zone, which in my case was on the other side of the planet. But nevertheless, I was determined to move and start graduate school at Stony Brook. I do not normally embellish the truth, so all the events that I am about to narrate to you are completely true. I may be sketchy at times only because I have been in graduate school for too long now and my memory is a little fuzzy.

About a month before my imminent departure from home I sent an email to campus residences asking about the status of my housing application, and to inform them that I would be arriving when I started orientation for my graduate program. A couple of days later I finally heard back from them, just when I didn't have any nails left to chew on. I was

Continued on page 9

On Behalf of the GSO:

Hey graduate people - welcome back to our village by the Brook! In the year ahead, you have wonderful opportunities to expand your horizons, receive one of the best educations available, and let one of the homeless newcomers into your home to make rent!

Hope this year greets you on solid footing, sun-kissed skin and a tranquil, healthy outlook. Now back to the "real" world of campus living - that is if you're one of the charmed ones who actually got a hiatus!

In order to make this a fun-filled year in which you don't burn out or lose perspective - might we suggest you use the opportunities given through various graduate clubs, committees, intramural sports, and nightlife (SPOT & Staller Center) to meet people who share interests outside of your field of study. This may enable you to make friends & allies that will hold your hand through the rougher times, give you perspective on your department melodramas - and hey, you might even get lucky!

If you have concerns, conflicts, or ideas & you want to make them known - USE the Graduate Student Organization to make the best of it. It belongs to all of us. It's our money that funds it, our ideas that fuel it. Without graduate representation, our concerns might often go unheard. So make the most of not only your academic career, but all the opportunities available - and make it a memorable year.

Good Luck!

Pegine Walrad
GSO President 2001-2002
Hello and welcome to the first issue of the 2001-2002 News and Blues. To those who have finished their programs and are seeking employment, we wish you the very best. To first year students beginning their long and tiresome quest for a graduate degree, welcome. To those returning to campus to continue their program of study, I would’ve thought you knew better. To say that there are many new and interesting happenings on campus would be hackneyed at the very best. Construction continues to be an eyesore to all who spend their days on campus. Obtaining housing for graduate and undergraduate students alike is still a mess, if not deeply troublesome endeavor. Most graduate students still don’t make enough money to live reasonably without having to take out more student loans. However, it would be unfair to create a long laundry list of what’s wrong with USB without creating an appropriate complimentary list of what’s right. We have reasonable health care, opportunities for professional advancement, and a campus full of potential friendships. In short, we all chose to be here, and most of us would not trade our lives with those we know in the “regular” workforce.

We at News and Blues recognize that the graduate student population at USB is a very diverse one: students come from Australia and Armenia, Spain and Seattle, Thailand and Toms River. Some will scream at the tops of their lungs about seeking meaning through God, while others will scream at the tops of their lungs that no higher being exists. Some students have memberships at exclusive country clubs, while others have never had a television. Some prefer nothing more than shooting hoops in the gym, while others seek a quiet corner to read ancient philosophy. The goal of News and Blues is simple: to give those in our unique circumstance, as different and special we all are, a voice and a sense of community. We’re not quite sure how we will fulfill this goal, but we’ll give it our “A” effort. Over the course of the next academic year, we will attempt to cover some topic that might interest you in every single issue. In this issue, this may be the review of the Stony Brook Film Festival: the one true gem on campus during the summer. It might be Amit Vas’s article about his difficult experience as an incoming international student. Or maybe you’ll enjoy learning a little more about Jerry Thomsen in his difficult experience as an incoming international student. Or you might enjoy learning a little more about Jerry Thomsen in our Spotlight. If you find nothing of interest in this issue, instead of dismissing the paper, please let us know how we can serve you better. Or even better, write for us. This is OUR newspaper (there, I said it). What are you passionate about? Write about it and submit it for publication. It’s a wonderful opportunity to share your thoughts and opinions - to let everyone know where you stand. And chances are, with as diverse a group as we are, you probably won’t be standing alone.

**PUT YOUR ADVERTISEMENT OR PERSONAL MESSAGE HERE!** Tell about it, find a friend, leave a message. Buy, sell, rent, or give it away. Reach a highly educated, underpaid population.

Advertising Pricing:

Display Ads (variety of formats accepted):

- $35  business card (1/16 page)
- $50  1/8 page (vertical/horizontal)
- $90  1/4 page (vertical/horizontal)
- $160 half page (vertical/horizontal)
- $250 “junior” page (~3/4 of a page)
- $300 full page

**General Interest Meeting for News & Blues**

Graduate Student Newspaper on Wed. Sept. 5, at 6pm in the GSO office (Student Activities Center Rm. #227)

**HELP**

DESPERATELY WANTED!

Well-researched, well-written, interesting articles needed!

(paid positions possible)

**SUBMIT TO NEWS & BLUES**

newsandblues@hotmail.com
Guess the GSO Exec?

Which TWO members of the executive council scream for N'SYNC?
Which member can break world record time running to a coffee sale at Starbucks?
Which member was moved recently while reading “Zen for Cats”
Which member(s) have bungee jumped?
Which member would start a commune if she wasn’t in graduate school?
Which members feel that hormones are responsible for fools falling in love?
Which member’s favorite political figure is Rosa Luxemburg?
Which member is a BIG FAN of working with marijuana?

Tie-breaker: Combined height of the GSO Officers?

A $25 dollar gift-certificate to Borders is the prize for the winning submission.
Submit answers to newsandblues@hotmail.com.
Members of News and Blues, the GSO, and Chico’s Bail Bonds not eligible.
WHEN IT COMES TO JOBS, WHY SETTLE FOR JUST THE APPETIZER WHEN YOU CAN HAVE A FULL COURSE MEAL?

OUR MENU
- Up to six pay increases a year
- Pay bonus at the end of every semester
- Automatic return-to-work base increase
- Time-and-a-half during finals
- Early return-bonus/interim paid housing
- Free meals
- Referral and incentive bonuses
- Wide range of job choices
- Multiple convenient locations/schedules
- Training

NOW INTRODUCING OUR NEWEST ITEM - HIGHER STARTING PAY

WHEN IT COMES TO STUDENT JOBS, DARE TO COMPARE.

www.campusdining.org

FSA Student Staffing Resources
632-9306

Campus Dining Services
Film Fest Lights Up Stony Brook

The Stony Brook Film Festival at the Staller Center for the Arts Brings Films, Stars, Directors and a Little Glitz to the University

For those of you who just arrived on campus the bad news is that you just missed 43 films—feature films and shorts—from the countries of Brazil, Canada, the U.S., Sweden, England, France, China, Argentina, Iran and Los Angeles that played the Stony Brook Film Festival. The good news is that some of them will open in theaters in late summer and the fall.

This year’s Stony Brook Film Festival at the Staller Center for the Arts—an annual event for the past few years—had a mix of unknown films making their local premieres (the distinctions involved in the classification of premieres have become fine: World, U.S., East Coast, New York, Regional and Long Island) and better known films that were independent in spirit if not financial backing. For a relatively tame local film culture—most students are not here in the summer and the surrounding community is a big part of the fest’s audience—this combination of the unknown and off-beat and the well crafted ‘art’ films like Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon and Memento worked very well. Many of the filmmakers were around for the eleven days of the festival to introduce their films and for question and answer sessions afterwards.

Eleven feature films and eighteen shorts were in competition for both audience choice awards and festival ‘jury’ prizes. The rest of the films were either small independents that had already played at other festivals, like The Deep End and Hedwig and the Angry Inch, or “Indie Studio Blockbusters” (no oxymoron there) like Before Night Falls, Memento, and Pollock. I was unable to get together with the festival director, Allen Inkles, (my fault for missing an appointment) and am unsure how the jury prizes were selected but I hope to have the answer to that question and others in an upcoming interview about the festival and what’s happening at Staller this coming academic year.

I did attend a good number of the film screenings, Q and A sessions, and ‘social’ events at the festival. Altogether the event is an oasis in a pretty dry cultural climate out here in Suffolk—as a film lover I think it’s the most exciting thing that happens here at Stony Brook, but I am biased towards the cinematic. The fest is very well run—no burning celluloid or torn film here—and from the filmmakers there was nothing but high praise for Mr. Inkles, his staff and the Staller Center facilities. The Staller Center has the biggest movie screen in Suffolk County and holds about a thousand people. Many of the filmmakers were awed by the mostly filled theatre, one commenting, “I never thought 750 people would see my film.”

An important function of film festivals like this is to give play to good movies that might otherwise languish in film canisters. Even if their film never gets picked up for distribution the filmmakers have the satisfaction of a packed or almost packed house at the Staller Center, and the audience gets to see some great (and some not so great) films that wouldn’t have a chance to see in commercial theatres. Luckily some of the films are picked up for distribution, sometimes, like the festival grand prize winner, Diamond Men, during the festival. When Diamond Men writer, director and producer Dan M. Coen stood up to introduce his film he announced that it had just been picked up for distribution.

Some of these films, e.g. The Deep End, have already opened in NYC theatres, but I want to point out the festival winners and some films that I think are worth seeing.

Festival Grand Prize: Diamond Men, directed by Dan Cohen and starring Robert Forster and Donnie Wahlberg. This is a buddy movie about an older diamond salesman breaking in his younger replacement. Robert Forster’s understated performance sets the tone for this film. He has a gravity of character that steadies his younger partner and really keeps the film going. The film has a few unpredictable twists, and the final one is not altogether believable, but it’s so easy to get involved with Forster’s character that you don’t really mind the silliness of the end.

Best Feature: The Book of Stars, Directed by Michael Miner and starring Mary Stuart Masterson, Jenna Malone and Delroy Lindo. I thought this was by far the most emotionally powerful film of those in competition. Jenna Malone plays a young teenager dying of cystic fibrosis who is taken care of by her older sister (Masterson). The bond between sisters, one sick and the other driven to prostitution and drugs, is drawn vividly in this performance driven film.

Best Short: Bullet in the Brain, directed by David von Ancken and starring Tom Noonan. One of the most enjoyable things about film festivals is that we get to see shorts. These films don’t normally get out to commercial theatres and some of them, including this one, are really great. This short is based on a short story by Tobias Wolff that was published in the New Yorker a few years ago. The story is only two pages long, but I remember vividly the chill down the spine I got at the end of reading it. I was excited to see a film version and a bit scared that the short might ruin my vision of the story. It didn’t. Although von Ancken reworked the story considerably its transcendent ending still worked on film.

Scene from Bullet in the Brain, directed by David von Ancken

Audience Choice Award – Feature: Way Off Broadway, directed by Dan Kay and starring Brad Beyer, Morena Baccarin, Michael Parducci, Jordan Gelber and Forbes March. I thought that this ensemble piece about young adults after college was a journeyman effort. It was competently directed but except for a few good turns from the cast nothing really stood out.

Best Short: Bullet in the Brain, directed by David von Ancken and starring Tom Noonan. One of the most enjoyable things about film festivals is that we get to see shorts. These films don’t normally get out to commercial theatres and some of them, including this one, are really great. This short is based on a short story by Tobias Wolff that was published in the New Yorker a few years ago. The story is only two pages long, but I remember vividly the chill down the spine I got at the end of reading it. I was excited to see a film version and a bit scared that the short might ruin my vision of the story. It didn’t. Although von Ancken reworked the story considerably its transcendent ending still worked on film.

Scene from Bullet in the Brain, directed by David von Ancken

Goran Visnjic and Tilda Swinton in The Deep End

John Cameron Mitchell in Hedwig and the Angry Inch
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Computer Corner
Old-Fashioned Service – Cutting Edge Technology

GETTING STARTED
Computer Corner has everything necessary to get online from home or residence hall, including:
- Modems
- Phones
- Ethernet cards
- Extension cords
- Cables for telephones, televisions, computers, printers, etc.

FREE DELIVERY AND SET-UP
FREE on-campus delivery and set up of any computer system purchased at Computer Corner. A technician is on-site to service store-bought hardware. Extended service contracts available.

SOFTWARE
Students are eligible for educational discounts on software for PCs and Macs.

Microsoft® Office
Adobe® Photoshop
Illustrator
Acrobat
Norton® Utilities
Corel® Draw
Macromedia® Flash

...and much more

SUPPLIES
Computer Corner offers a full line of computer and printer and supplies, such as:

- Paper
- Zip disks
- Ink
- CDs
- Toner
- Headphones
- Disks
- CD-R/RW Drives
- Surge protectors
- Carry Cases
...and much more

HOURS
Computer Corner is open Mon. thru Fri., 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. and located in the ECC building. The latest products, prices and events are posted on our website.

www.computercorner.sunysb.edu
email: computer.corner@notes.cc.sunysb.edu
Phone: 632-7630

Computer Corner is a not-for-profit authorized educational dealer for Apple®, Dell®, Gateway®, Hewlett Packard®, Lexmark®, Microsoft®, and other major manufacturers.
Jerry Thomsen

from page 1

N&B: What made you decide to come to Stony Brook?
JT: It was a matter of balancing what the offers were in the job market at the time. So it had the best combination. There were young colleagues coming into the department, a lot of hires were made by our chair....so that was very attractive. And the location near New York City, I knew I liked it. It's close to Boston. In the heart of it all. So given the choices I had, it was the best. And you know, you have to deal with what you're dealt with. We'd all like the perfect position, but it doesn't exist necessarily. There still a little bit of a compromise. So it was a good deal at the time.

N&B: Still a good deal?
JT: Still a good deal, for the most part. I can't complain very much. I've just moved into a new building, and a new office......the lab is growing, grant money is flowing in......it's really not too bad. We have to work a little harder to get people to come to the labs out here. I think it's easier to sell the New Yorkers on Long Island than to sell Mid-Westerners, necessarily......someone who doesn't know the east coast. So you have to, when you get people applying, and especially recruiting for post-docs and graduate students, you have to say, "What do you know about New York so far? What are the rumors? Well, here's the reality:" The thing that sells Stony Brook on a lot of people is location......the beaches. You have to show it in the summer. Winter is a drag here. That's the only thing that sells Stony Brook on a lot of people.

Jerry Thomsen singing for Pumice

N&B: What quality do you like about yourself most?
JT: I think that the quality I like the most about myself......I'm pretty friendly and......humorous. I accept a lot of situations. I like to experience a lot of different things, and I have. I think being open and friendly and humorous about stuff......you get to see more of life if you don't close out and be strongly opinionated about things.

N&B: What quality do you like least?
JT: I think......the least.......uh....well, I'm not smart enough (laughs). I think a little bit too nice sometimes. You know there's a fine line, but mostly I find myself not satisfied. It frustrates me. I think that is what frustrates me a lot......is that for some reason, very often not satisfied with a present situation, or even large successes sometimes don't register as they should. The self-critical and less satisfied about things I do feel satisfied about, but I feel that I am often hyper-critical of myself and situations where I should just chill out and be happier. So in one sense, I enjoy being a nice person open to a lot of things and experiencing a lot of things. But then I'm not satisfied with the things I experience......a little bit of frustration or self-critical about "oh, I didn't do that well enough" or "that didn't turn out good enough, it wasn't good enough." Logically, it doesn't make sense. I know there are plenty of things I've done really well, and continue to. But then self-doubt. That's it in a word: self-doubt. Self-criticism is what I dislike the most. But I think a lot of people in science kinda have that nagging, "it's not good enough, I gotta drive more"......I think some people are only like that and they're driven and nothing will satisfy them. And they accomplish great things, and they're not happy in the end. And I see that in me. It's not overwhelming, but it's there. I'm aware of it, which I guess is a good thing.

Continued on page 9

Jerry and Pumice rock The Spot, the on-campus graduate student lounge
Where On Campus Can I Find???

The Seawolf Marketplace

Health: Aspirin, cold medicines, cough drops, first-aid items, contact lens solutions, toothbrushes, toothpastes, feminine products, and more.

Beauty: Soap, body wash, shampoo, hair gel, skin lotion, nail care, and much more.

Household: Laundry detergent and cleaning supplies, air fresheners, electric fans, mattress pads, extra-long sheets.

Snacks: Wise chips, candy and gum, large assortment of protein and nutrition bars, soda, juice, ice cream, fresh muffins, fresh cookies, and more yummies.

Groceries: Microwave meals, soup, pasta, sauces, instant coffee, peanut butter and jelly.

Logo Clothing: Stony Brook t-shirts, jackets, sweatshirts and sweatpants, bumper stickers.

School Supplies: Notebooks, lab notebooks, pens, pencils, rulers, index cards, highlighters, paper, and more.

Electronics: Calculators, coaxial cable (for TV), surge protectors, floppy disks, CD-Rs.

Gifts: Candles, picture frames, plush, Stony Brook logo items, mugs, vases, balloons, wrapping paper, and lots more.

Seawolf Marketplace
Student Activities Center
(631) 632-9281, Fax (631) 632-4391
www.sunysb.edu/marketplace

Fall Hours: Monday – Thursday 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m., Friday 8:30 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Sure it could be better...everything could be better. So coming to balance with that...because we'll threaten this or that. Treat us right because it's how you'd like to be treated.
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Lizzie Grubman? drink definitely helps. pals out on the dance floor...... that's know them. Madison Square Garden. When: it's a party with your world series......probably not. a band with a sold-out gig at it. You don't have to fall into the life. You change because of professions there. You still want the same sort of when I'm a professor." It doesn't change. The same motivations are there. You still want the same sort of life. You change because of professional responsibilities, but being in academics is a really good way to stay young. It's the best thing about it. You don't have to fall into the cliches of standard life as you get older. You could fight against it and still fit in pretty well, with a good sense of independence.

N&B: Would you prefer to front a band with a sold-out gig at Madison Square Garden, be the star player in a World Series Game, or win the Nobel prize? JT:(laughs) Uh......Well, the world series.......probably not. Nobel prize is really tempting, but a sold out gig at Madison Square......Uh, I'll be a geek. I have to pick the Nobel prize. It is a real close one with Madison Square Garden. When it's a party with your friends, it's actually better than a sold-out gig at Madison Square in a sense, because you know that all those people are into you and you know them. Madison Square Garden......you may be a rock-god, but it's anonymous. You're there to just show yourself off, but with your pals out on the dance floor.....that's great. I'll go with the Nobel prize with a close second to this gig.


N&B: What do you think of Lizzie Grubman? JT: Well, she should get a job, a real job. Not just be a publicist. I think her Hampton days are over. She's got to start dealing with reality. I think the whole Hamptons have to......a bunch of rich people hating each other. She's got to lose up and,......and change the hair.

N&B: Most embarrassing thing you've ever done? JT: I think I once in college, I stood up when someone else was awarded something. I thought they said my name, and I stood, and I looked around and I went "Oh fuck! That wasn't my name." That was embarrassing.

N&B: What's a good pick-up line? JT: Never had one.

N&B: Favorite Spice Girl? JT: That catty spice......clawed one. I think it's like......Crazy Spice. As I recall just the images, it's that Crazy Spice, the one that's like a cat woman.

TEN QUESTIONS

N&B: What is your favorite word? JT: Swear word or just a word? It's probably "excellence." N&B: What's your least favorite word? JT: No


N&B: What sound or noise do you hate? JT: People yelling......annoying yelling. That grinding sound......whining. Angry and whining

N&B: What is your favorite curse word? JT: Fuck

N&B: What profession other than yours would you like to attempt? JT: Well, if it wasn't music......certainly it's music. I've attempted that but not as a profession. Honestly, I think that would be the profession if I trained, I'd probably be more successful in music than in science.

N&B: What profession would you not like to do? JT: Any kind of service......like janitorial or cleaning. Things like that.

N&B: If heaven exists, what would you like to hear God say when you arrive at the Pearly Gates? JT: You're cool!

International Perspective

informed that I would not have housing at the University until a week from the date of my arrival and even that was doubtful. Well, I'm not the kind of person that will roll over and play dead when I hear something like this. I was determined to get housing even if I had to e-mail every administrator at the University in the blink of an eye. I then sent an email to the international students office and they replied very promptly. I can't remember the exact content of the email, but I do remember that it bordered on being rude. In the e-mail was a list of hotels that I could stay at. I remember gasping at the cost of the dormitory on campus, I would have to spend to stay at any one of them for a week. Luckily, my program has an extremely good secretary that solved this problem for me. She promised that I would have housing when I arrived at Stony Brook.

But that was only the first problem, there was going to have to tackle. If I only knew what lay ahead of me, I might have decided to stay home. I arrived at Stony Brook about an hour before I was supposed to be at orientation. I went straight to the campus residence office, and after filling in some paperwork, was given a key to my room. I would like to remind you at this point that I was joining a graduate program and would be a graduate student for the next five or more years. I was under the impression that graduate students were housed separately from the undergraduates. The key was given fit a door to a two person room in one of the dormitories on campus. I remember walking down the corridor to my room and being appalled at the toilet paper and the crude graffiti that decorated the walls. It was only a couple of weeks later that I learned that the dorms at the northern end of campus were not so lovingly referred to as the projects. But I got housing.

A week later I lost that. I was told that I had to move to another dorm on the other campus until they could find space in Chapan (the graduate apartment complex). I understood that these things happen and so I accepted my fate and was willing to move. I was also told that there would be a van that would take my bags to the new place for me. When I went to check out of my room and check into the new room, I was told that I had to move myself and was given the yellow pages and told to call a cab, take the infrequent campus bus, or walk. My two bags at this point had become three and the thought of taking the bus or walking didn't appeal to my out of shape body. So I called a cab and moved to the new room. But that wasn't the end.

I knew that this housing was temporary and I would eventually have to move to Chapan, though when that was supposed to happen, I did not know. On checking into my new room, I found out that this housing was temporary and I would have to move to another dorm before I move to Chapa. At this point, I didn't care. A couple of weeks later I was moved again, and this time had my own room in one of the nicer dorms on campus. I stayed there for a coupl...
Ready, Set, Go!

You'll have a lot to do this year and TFCU wants to help. TFCU offers personal financial services for Stony Brook students, employees and their families.

You'll Save Money
Opening a TFCU Share Savings Account with a minimum deposit of $50 is your key to value. Join more than 100,000 members in Suffolk County and you'll get:

- Free checking accounts - no minimum balance
- Generous dividends on savings and certificate accounts
- Consumer loans and mortgages at excellent rates and terms
- Visa credit cards - no annual fee
- Personal loans for the cash you need when you need it
- Education loans for students and parents

You'll Save Time
It's easy to access your credit union accounts:
- Online banking and bill paying
- SUNY Health Science Center branch office
- On-campus ATMs and worldwide ATM access
- Visa check card convenience
- Direct deposit and payroll deduction

We're Your Neighbors
We're headquartered in Farmingville and have nine branch offices throughout Suffolk where members can stop by and discuss their finances.

It's Your Move
Save time and money... stop by the branch nearest you, call us at (631) 698-7000, ext. 778, or visit us online at www.teachersfcu.org.

Proud sponsor of the Staller Center for the Arts 2001 - 2002 season.

The Educated Choice

NCUA SAVINGS | CHECKING | CONSUMER LOANS | MORTGAGES
The Union
For Graduate Student Employees

Education Division
Communications Workers of America

Call 516.420.1104
Is “Reality T.V.” So Bad?

by Sue Denim

Ten years from now as we review the passing of the first decade of the 21st century, “reality television” will be remembered as one of the most overused phrases of the G.W. Bush era (otherwise known as the “celebration of mediocrity”). All too often television is criticized as a medium that provides programming purely for commercial exploitation that has little or no redeeming educational or intellectual value. Far be it for me to attempt to prove otherwise, but it does strike me as extraordinary that the latest network bandwagon of churning out so-called “reality T.V.” in favor of more expensive scripted dramas and comedies has been so widely castigated. Surely it’s just good business sense to give the people what they want? Isn’t the religious adherence to the Nielsen Ratings proving that despite the networks’ reliance on corporate advertising revenues, the hard-sell is really in persuading the masses that what they want to see is idiots just like themselves living out their own pathetic “reality”, vicariously and voyeuristically, for the chance at a brief taste of fame and fortune? Who am I really mad at? The suits who create these shows, or the people who watch them? No, I’m mad at myself because I’m ashamed to say, I’m helplessly addicted to reality T.V.

Being a graduate student is, I’ve decided, a perilous position to occupy in contemporary American life. We’re meant to be incredibly smart and sophisticated, rising above the plebs via the internet, digital television and cellular phones, where watching is only one element of entertainment? Blurring the lines between reality and fiction serves to involve millions of Americans in the lives of these reality T.V. characters.

Take a break from the books and see for yourselves. Aside from the game show powerhouses Who Wants to Be A Millionaire? and Weakest Link, CBS, NBC, ABC, and Fox are currently dueling over a whole slew of these (virtual) reality series. Already on our screens we have the Candid Camera-influenced Spy TV, while Murder in Small Town X and Fear Factor seem to work with the premise that it’s fun to watch people being very scared. Then there is the action / military genre that will soon include Boot Camp, Amazing Race, Jailbreak, Destination Mir, Lost, The Runner, Spy Wars, Lost in the USA, Manhunt, Combat Missions, Cannonball Run, Break In, Worst Case Scenario, and Reality Run. (I predict a real drain on my welding contract. Of course, fans in competition for a professional wrestling contract.

Big Brother 2 is the current CBS flagship while Survivor 3 prepares itself for the Fall season. Here the format, taken from the successful Dutch and British shows, is to incarcerate 12 people in a house for 3 months, surrounding them with cameras and microphones, offering them no privacy and hoping that sparks will fly. I find this strangely compelling, and I think it’s because I’m convinced Big Brother offers the perfect analogy to grad school. (Ok, it would be nice if grad programs also lasted 3 months, but stay with me on this one.) Big Brother is obviously the University, and our selection to enter a Ph.D. program is predicated on persuasive application forms and suitability to the “format” (i.e. tortuous repetition of the same tasks). The contestants in the Big Brother house are all extremely conscious that they are competing, despite the need for alliances and friendships along the way. As with Grad school, random individuals are brought together with a common goal – claiming a bundle of cash or a doctoral degree. As the pressure builds in this isolated environment (the Big Brother house or your academic department), it is the gossip, politicking and undercurrent about “who belongs” and “who should go” that motivate action and behavior.

So television can connect us to real life! Experience for yourself a dose of “reality T.V.”. Get used to it – you’re being watched right now.